MAJORS

• B.A. in Behavioral Economics, Policy and Organizations
• B.S. in Decision Science
• B.S. in Policy & Management

Minors

• Decision Science
• Policy & Management
• Sociology

Good Courses for Exploring Social & Decision Sciences

• 88-120 Reason, Passion and Cognition
• 88-150 Managing Decisions
• 73-102 Principles of Microeconomics

Internship Opportunities

Students have secured internships at many organizations and companies, like:
• Accenture
• Google
• Deloitte
• IBM
• PNC
• Prudential Financial
• US Congress ...and more!

Research

Research areas include behavioral decision research, behavioral and experimental economics and complex adaptive social systems.

Students can also participate in one of the research centers: the Center for Risk Perception and Communication, Dynamic Decision Making Laboratory, the Center for Behavioral Decision Research, Behavioral Economics and Decision Research Policy Lab and Data Driven Diversity.

Career Paths

Here are just a few of the most common titles graduates have for their first job:
• Analyst
  - Data
  - Digital Marketing
• Consultant
  - Business/Management
  - Statistical
• Data Scientist
• Policy Coordinator
• Project Manager

Fun Fact!

The SDS Student Advisory Council holds many events each year, including internship panels, research talks and a waffle registration brunch.